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About This Game

In a magical sky borne world, take on the role of a powerful ‘Spirit Guardian’
charged with restoring life and balance.

Command the ‘Peeps', your loyal servants, to feed, fight, build, and sacrifice themselves for the greater good in a quest to
release your entombed brethren. As the sun shines, harvest the islands' bountiful resources, bend the very elements to your will,
and prepare your Peeps well. For in the night evil denizens of darkness stalk the land, feasting on your resources, your crystals
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and your Peeps!

Thirteen unique islands await your guiding hand in this beautiful and engrossing real-time strategy game, unlike anything you
have experienced before!

Explore the dazzling beauty of Tethered in stunning 2D or immersive VR with supported headsets.
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Title: Tethered
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Secret Sorcery Limited
Publisher:
Secret Sorcery Limited
Release Date: 27 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64 bit and later

Processor: Intel i5-4590 equivalent

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970 or AMD R9 290 equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese
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I got this for 22.50 due to a System Shock 2 related coupon - but even at full price this is absolutely worth it.

Plus:
- runs at stable 60fps with everything on MAX and without ever taxing my system (1080GTX, i7-6700, 32GB, SSD)
- great art style and great graphics
- great music
- great sound effects
- unique story that - even better - never takes itself too seriously
- great progression curve - on normal, it is NEVER easy but also never too taxing
-> great balancing
- inventive weapons
- great shooter with lots of attention to detail
- unique traits, unique skill-ups, unique weapons
- many strategies possible: stealth, hurry and run past, kill everything, make friends\/allies, etc.

Minus:
- (Unnessarily) hard beginning and streep initial learning curve
- Voice-over audio way too silent - warnings ("oxygen critical", etc.) are so low volume that one misses them easily
- pirate encounters are WAAAY too hard, especially so in the early game
- new characters in later game get issued questionable ammo (as soon as one as more than a handful of weapons unlocked)

Neutral:
- due to the art style: enemies are sprites - not animated "rag-dolls"

. I do agree with the frame rate \/ lag issues... makes the game unplayable in my eyes. I even changed resolutions in steams
settings and other options as well... didnt help. A true let down cuz the game has a ton of potential, now its garbage. Getting a
refund and i wish i wasnt.. The Mystery P.I. games are the series that got me into hidden object games a few years ago. That
being said, it was a few years ago. These games have aged much better than a lot of the HO games from around 2009 though.
The biggest complaint could be that you repeat scenes during the game, but new ones added in to keep it interesting.

There is no real story or voice acting that you see frequently today, though I don't think that is a real loss. What there is though,
is a lot of quality HO puzzles with occasional simply solved arranging picture style puzzles between stages. If objects out of size
perspective bothers you though, i.e. pencils the size of skyscrapers, avoid this like the plague.

tl;dr: quality old-style HO game, worth your while on sale.. Recommended for the ones who : like point- and- click adventure
genre, are curious about the story and into reading text.
. very basic game with only one league

When it says you can set up your own club you - however this club will have 500,000 on the bank and absolutley no players so
it's no use at all to set up your own club

match engine very poor and repetitive to say the least.

Price not worth it and you can get better games for less. Additional character DLC. Lazarus starts out extremely weak and frail,
once leveled she becomes the highest tier agent in the game with her DOT effect and reliable self-heal. Worthwhile if you want
another unique playstyle.
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Unlike this game a roach will never be deadlier, roomier or deadlier than the previous one you smited.. Allow me to inform you
on why you should play this blessing:

PROS:
Amazing music (Seriously, these tracks are so good they make Musical Jesus cry.)
Revolutionary graphics (Straight outta the year 3000.)
Outstanding character design (The designer for this game is a genius.)
Difficulty balance (This game is so balanced, it's like they took a level scale thingy and made the game with it.)

CONS:
What cons?. When you couldn't afford for flying school. It's nice, but when controls give you more trouble than puzzles, you
can't just leave this game without a negative review.. First of all I enjoyed the trilogy so far, and liked the whole story.
But this one has similar problems like the first two that I, still
want to speak about, because they made the whole
experience not as enjoyable as it could have been.
In short:
-They want your e-mail adress simply to save your game and
your save gets uploaded.
-You can't change your background-colour anymore, which
worked in the first two parts. (White strains the eyes far to much)
-Your stats are much more important in this part, which you
notice extremely if you don't have a save.
-Lacking context. You have to make decisions without being
given the full picture or while information gets withhold.
-No Rewind-function. Make a misstep and you can restart the
whole game. Unless you die then you can rewind.
-No characterbuilder if you don't have a save. A simple
Checklist would have been enough.

I still recommend this game while looking at the story but all
these things stood in the way of my reading and that
took a lot of fun out of the experience.
If you want to know more details about the problems, you
can read my reviews about the first two parts if you go
over my profile, because I have already written far too
much about these games.
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